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los Picoletos —Dante Litvak (1990) and Fabro Tranchida (1987)— are a duo of
Arentine artists who live and work in Bilbao (since 2019) and who investigate, through photography, paintings, drawings, performance and installation, about youth
identities dissidents and the queer-punk and skater culture.
Among the awards they have won, the following stand out: the 2021 Production
Scholarships (BilbaoArte, Bilbao), the “Tras la tormenta” scholarship (BilbaoArte and
Bilbao City Council), the BilbaoArte residence 2019-2020, the Kenneth Kemble Award
(Buenos Aires), the honorable mention of the Itaú Foundation Award (Buenos Aires),
the Travel Grant from the Oxenford Collection of Argentine Art and more recently
the BBK ART (e) gileak grant (BBK Bank Foundation and ANTespacio, Bilbao) and the
Third Prize of the Exhibition of Young Art of La Rioja, Spain.
His latest exhibitions and performances include: “Nudillos rotos” (Broken Knuckles) with El Niño de Elche and texts of Pedro G. Romero (Patio Herreriano Museum
of Spanish Contemporary Art, Valladolid, 2022). “The hammer party” (Aldama Fabre
Gallery, Bilbao, 2021), “Precarious cooking methods” (Teatros del Canal, Madrid,
2021), “Incubators” (Fundación BilbaoArte, Bilbao), “Abanderados” (La Juan Gallery,
Madrid), “Fuegos Fatuos” (Centro Cultural San Martín, Buenos Aires ).
In publications, the following stand out: the book “A practical guide for young
monsters” (edited in Spanish and Basque) and his most recent collaboration in
Number 9 of Headmaster magazine (Providence, Rhode Island).

2022

Nudillos rotos / broken knuckles
Solo show at Patio Herreriano Museum of Contemporary Spanish Art.
With Niño de Elche and texts of Pedro G. Romero.
Broken Knuckles is a sound, performance and installation project that investigates forms
of dissidence in the urban context of flamenco and queer-punk culture. It is an intersection
between the performative action and the installations of the duo los picoletos (Dante Litvak
and Fabro Tranchida) and the performative poetics of Niño de Elche
Our research in this project focuses on the figure of the urban lumpen. That is, in the canis,
quinquis, punks, flamencos and queers that cross the underworld of the cities. Those young
people of bad living from whom, after all, punk culture, flamenco and other formulas are born.
The exhibition included a text by Pedro G. Romero, as an open essay. It can be read at this
link (only in spanish).

—
Sala 0. Patio Herreriano - Museum of Contemporary Spanish Art, Valladolid
(PATIO HERRERIANO Museo de Arte Contemporáneo Español)
Calle Jorge Guillén, 6. 47003, Valladolid-Spain.
10/03/2022 - 26/05/2022

Video of the exhibition (click here)

More info:

Press kit about the exhibition (click here)

https://museoph.org/exposicion/nudillos-rotos

Exhibition diptych (in pdf)
Trailer of the performance with Niño de
Elche
Watch the complete performance (video
example multi-screen)

https://lospicoletos.com/nudillosrotos
Press:
https://www.elnortedecastilla.es/
culturas/arte/nino-elche- comulga-20220310172858-nt.html

General view of the Nudillos rotos exhibition at Patio Herreriano Museum.

Nudillos rotos. Video installation on four projected screens. Metal frame. Textile piece made with intervened denim jackets. Found objects. 2022.

“Weapons. The boy, the girl, play with tools and these tools
are weapons. Weapons are tools of violence. Divine violence,
thought Walter Benjamin, is non-violence. So we are not talking about aggression, subjugation, power. We are not literally
talking about violence. This attention to tools that are weapons is not a matter of power but of potency. Violate violence.
(...)
“I see here the Niño de Elche with los picoletos -picoletos
should always be written in lowercase- and I don’t know what
they have in their hands. I don’t know if they are weapons or
tools. I don’t know exactly if they’re showing me a toolbox or
an armory. Toolbox that is not known if they are weapons or
tools, things that are useful and that are shown here on display. An exhibition of tools, of useful things and it is not known
if they are weapons, if they are violence. The hammer can nail
and unnail, it can crush and shape, and the hammer is also a
weapon of war.” (...)
(Fragment of “BESTIARY XVIII. twerking dogs”
the exhibition text by Pedro G. Romero)

Nudillos rotos. Video-performance.
Duration 34:19.

VIDEO CREDITS
Idea: los picoletos (Dante Litvak and
Fabro Tranchida) and Niño de Elche
(Francisco Contreras Molina)
Direction, camera, edition and image
postproduction: Maximiliano Torres
Camera: Matias Bastino
Sound design: Matías «Laney» Luzi
Photographic record of the action:
Francisco Castro Pizzo
Video made in the neighborhood of
Liniers, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
August 2018.

Can dryer. installation. Beer cans and metal frame. 120 x 75 x 80 cm. 2022

Short table-cuts. Fridge. Backlit photos. Votive wax sculptures. Objects. Intervened textile. 150x400x200cm 2022

The snowy car. silk-screen print. 1944 family photo. Ashtrays. Cigars. Arch cover. 150x50x80cm 2022

Short table cuts (tango). Metal frame. Backlit photos. Objects. Sculptures in votive wax and sand. Mini fridge. Drawings. 600x200x100cm 2022

2021

The hammer party
Group show. Adrián Castañeda + los picoletos at Aldama Fabre gallery,
Bilbao.
“The artists focus their discourse on the difficulties of migratory flows in the European
territory and on the institutional violence exerted on migrants that run over many of the articles of universal human rights over and over again – physically and intangiblely; all of them
ratified in Paris by the General Assembly of the United Nations Organization (resolution 217
A-III of December 10, 1948), just three years after the end of World War II. In this sense, The
Hammer Party presents two different perspectives of a vulnerability of citizen rights such as
the regularization processes of migrants: on the one hand, that of the observer who carries out
a self-critical task where his own privileges are analyzed and questioned ( Adrián Castañeda)
and from the experience that he knows first-hand the bureaucratic obstacles of the public
administration (Los Picoletos). In both cases the question is the same: what does it mean to
be regularized?” (...)
(Excerpt from the text by the curator Adonay Bermúdez)

—
Aldama Fabre Gallery. Hiru Zutabe Plaza 7, 48003 Bilbo, Bizkaia
28/11/2021 - 23/12/2021

More info:
https://lospicoletos.com/thehammerparty
https://www.aldamafabre.org/portfolios/
the-hammer-party/

2021

Express offerings (labyrinth)
installation piece.
It is an installation piece developed from interviews with young migrants who work in food
delivery platforms (such as Glovo, Just Eat, etc.) and who live in the city of Bilbao.
From a field investigation we will find these young people to interview them about their
employment situation and legality. Also about your dreams and desires. Starting from the
sacro-medieval concept of the votive offering in wax by counterweight (which consisted, according to George Didi-Huberman, in weighing the sick person or the body of the deceased to
use the same amount of wax in the votive offering to be made) we will proceed to weigh the
young delivery men before their work day by bicycle and then at the end of the deliveries. The
weight they have lost after pedaling will be the same weight in wax that we will use to create
their votive offerings.
In turn, the forms of these offerings will be given according to the wishes that they confess
to us in the interviews. For example, if the desire of one of the young people is to be able to
buy their own house or to be able to acquire a legal residence permit in Europe, their ex-voto
may have the form of this house or this document, with the exception that the mold will be
filled with the amount of wax equivalent to the weight they have lost pedaling.
As a final result, the ex-voto can be seen in its entirety, half or perhaps a third of its shape,
depending on how much wax the young people have earned with their work. With this we
want to demonstrate the perverse relationship that exists between desire, the precarious work
of young migrants, frustration and the various forms of torture in contemporary capitalism.

—
installation. Square iron rod. Wax sculptures. Balances. Ashtrays and cigarettes. Various objects.
400X600X100 cm. 2021.
This installation was exhibited at The hammer party exhibition.

Previous appointment in the immigration brigade. Watercolor on 300 gram paper. 100x70cm 2021

Imaginary of the young migrant (arrived in Europe). Watercolor on 300 gram paper. 100x70cm 2021

Los viajes. Watercolor on 300 gram paper. 100x70cm. 2021.
This watercolor won or the third prize of the Young Art Show of La Rioja, Spain.

2021

Iturralde mantle
Installation piece at the Archaeological Museum of Bilbao, In the context
of the Iturfest festival, curated by Ant Espacio.
Iturfest is a week-long festival of contemporary culture that takes place in the context of the
Iturralde neighbourhood. Artists are invited to create specific projects in the area, installations,
workshops, routes... all of them in relation to the reality of the area.

—
Iturralde mantle. Textile sculpture. Intervened denim jackets. 340x420cm 2021
Arkeologi Museoa Bilbao. Mallona Galtzada, 2, 48006 Bilbo, Bizkaia

More info:
https://antespacio.com/

2021

Precarious cooking methods
Performance at Teatros del Canal, Madrid (curated by La Juan Gallery)
The idea comes from a biographical factor of mine (Dante). We transferred the universe of
a fast food place to this scenographic situation that occurred between the bag of potatoes, the
supermarket cart and the microwave with the cup of The Exorcist. The mechanism that hooks
the piece with other previous performances is a circuit system through actions with these objects. A loop that little by little becomes more random and chaotic. The center of what we did
was peel potatoes over each other as in a submissive and submissive role that begins to blur on
stage, giving rise to erratic situations where the roles constantly collide or contradict each other.
This piece, which was called Precarious cooking methods, emerges from Abanderados
(a previous performance that we did in 2019 at the Juan Gallery) from which we propose to
analyze the precariousness and submission as a theme, added to the iconographic elements
of Argentineanness.

—
Performance and installation at “Acción XM2” curated by La Juan Gallery.
Teatros del Canal. c/ de Cea Bermúdez 1 Madrid.
10/04/2021

More info:
https://lospicoletos.com/metodosdecoccionprecaria

2021

Dithyrambs
Performance/photonovel for Headmaster art magazine, Providence,
Rhode Island.
“los picoletos are Fabro Tranchida and Dante Litvak, Argentine artists living and working in
Bilbao, Spain. Their work focuses on youth underground movements including punk, hip hop,
queer organizations, and skater culture. In their work they resort to photography, drawing, the
construction of specific objects, and performance. For their Headmaster No. 9 project, the duo
created a narrative inspired by Kiling, an Italian photonovel from the 1960s that had a long
afterlife among fans in Latin America.”

—
Headmaster assigns homework to artists, and the resulting projects are featured in each issue.
Our proposal was published in issue 9 of the magazine.

More info:
https://www.headmastermagazine.com/
no-9

2021

RIP-DEUSTO
(Or tribute to the Deusto skatepark)
Installation. Group show «Soplo – Arnasketa Saiakerak» at dificio del
Ensanche, Bilbao.
This is an installation that works as a memory file. A reliquary in votive wax guards a pendrive
with the history of the Deusto skatepark (Bilbao, Basque Country), founded in 1987 and conveniently thrown down in phase 3 of the state of alarm. The work is a document of everything
that COVID-19 and capitalism took from us as an accomplice of the plague.

—
Installation. Reliquary made of votive wax. Pendrive with information. metal railings Skateboards.
Various bottles and containers. Found objects. Led light. Variable measures. 2021.
Collective exhibition «Soplo – Arnasketa Saiakerak».
Edificio del Ensanche. Zabalgune Plaza 11, Bilbao.
02/18/2021 - 04/07/2021

More info:
https://lospicoletos.com/ripdeusto
https://bilbaoarte.org/soplo-arnasketa-saiakerak-dossier-artistas/
Press
Interview for TVE, Spanish television.

2020

Fridge number 6
Sculpture. Group show «20 bodies 20 artists» at the Bilbao Museum of
Reproductions.
The incubators seen in comics or science fiction movies that we commonly consume confer
powers or regenerate wounds. These incubators from our perspective also allow us to survive and
cool our beers. They contain our young monsters. Insubordinate identities are brewing inside,
among wax objects that refer to the ancient practice of offerings in Latin American churches.
The incubators heal from science, while the wax votive offerings function as psychic- magical
objects that heal us by invoking them. When the spell is pronounced, the broken bones in the
skatepark are welded. Young Basques and Argentines are the same in these containers.

—
Sculpture. Fridge. Backlight photographs, led light, objects modeled in wax, found objects.
150 x 110 x 90 cm. 2020.
Collective exhibition ‘20 bodies 20 artists’.
Curator: Fidel Diez. Bilbao Museum of Reproductions.
San Frantzisko Kalea 14
09/01/2020 - 02/01/2021

More info:
https://www.eitb.eus/es/cultura/arte/
videos/detalle/7550938/video-20-cuerpos-20-artistas-museo-reproducciones-bilbao/

2020

Incubadoras / incubators
Solo show at BilbaoArte Foundation.
“Incubators” is an exhibition that connects dissident youth from the Basque Country (queers,
punks and skaters) with other young people from Buenos Aires, our city of origin.
The title is a reference to that place in the imaginary of science fiction in which the gestation
of superheroes occurs, but it is also a symbol of the attempt to preserve the punk philosophy
by young people today. The comic book incubators we rely on – like a test tube or a bathtub
of amniotic fluid – empower or regenerate wounds. In the exhibition, these incubators are
represented by refrigerators that contain some of the photographs of our young monsters.
On the other hand, the installation that arises puts photographs in dialogue with wax objects
that refer to the ancient practice of offerings in this material, very common in Latin American
churches, a popular custom that is still present. As with incubators that are capable of regeneration, there are pieces that suggest the idea of an altar to pray to for wounds, produced by
skateboarding or fighting, to heal.

—
Solo show at BilbaoArte Fundazioa. Urazurrutia 32, Bilbao-Spain.
01/02/2020 - 30/03/2020

More info:
https://lospicoletos.com/incubadoras
https://bilbaoarte.org/actividades/exposicion-incubadoras-de-los-picoletos/
Press
Interview for El Correo

Incubators (or young monsters incubated - installation - refrigerators, backlight photographs, light and votive offerings molded in
beeswax. 2020
In arcadia ego sun - sculpture - skate ramp made of wax, paraffin and metal with led light system. 120x100x80 cm - 2020

2020

P.A.F. (o Prácticas de Auto-aniquilación Forzada)
/ “F.A.P.” (or Forced Self-Annihilation Practices)
Video-sculpture
“In prison, when they played the game on the loudspeakers, it was very contradictory. Because the executors, those who tortured us, and we, the victims,
shouted together ‘Argentina’s goal!’ And we know that they would take prisoners
out when there were World Cup distractions and shoot them.”
Adolfo Pérez Esquivel testifying before the BBC.

P.A.F. (in English F.A.P) is a video-sculpture that emerges from the project of actions “Abanderados”. It is an absurd operation that repeats a spanking action with a racket (built by the
artists) in contrast to slides on the edge of the drawer of the Moralzarzal skatepark, the town
where Dante grew up.
The same trading cards, replicas of the Argentina 78 World Cup album, the deck of playing cards of Mundialito (the mascot of the Argentina 78 World Cup, a gaucho boy) published
by the magazine “Radiolandia 2000” in 1978 and other figurines rescued from the magazine
“Anteojito”, can be seen stuck at the same time both on the ass of the artists and on the edge
of the drawer of the skatepark.
Finally, the school classroom / torture room space that we have set up for the video-performance has, in turn, the typical elements of a white-cube type exhibition in an art gallery.
White movable panels, white pedestals... The bodies are exhibited as pieces in an institution
of power and are complemented with elements of the Argentinian identity: a wooden mate,
yerba mate, covers of the magazine “Anteojito” and vintage banners against the World 78.

—
Video-sculpture. Railings to perform skate tricks. Stickers from the album of the “1978 FIFA World
Cup - Argentina”. Video format ntsc DVD loop. For TV 14”. Duration: 1:33.
Copies: Single copy and one artist copy. Year:2020
It was exhibited in Incubadoras at BilbaoArte Foundation. 2020.

P.A.F. 1:33 loop video. DVD format. TV 14 “.

Skater offering (broken column). Sculpture. Skate bar and vertebral columns modeled in wax. Latin American Votive Series. 120 x 20
cm. 2020.

Broken Bones Lesson (Javier alla maniera di Andrea Mantegna) Photographic paper, 112 × 168 cm, Edition 1/3/3 + 1AP, 2017

Los dos javis, Photographic Paper, 112 × 117 cm, Edition 2/2/3 + 1AP, 2019

2020

Practical guide for young monsters
Book published by the BilbaoArte Foundation.
“Hello, buddy, and welcome to our Young Monster Practical Guide. What you have in your
greasy hands is a book that compiles interviews, beautiful portraits and ways of seeing the
life of little monsters from here and there. A manual for grinding your teeth and tightening
the wheels. Will you sign up? “
“Practical Guide for Young Monsters” is a book with drawings, comics, photographs and
interviews with punk kids and skaters from different cities. Edited by the BilbaoArte Fundazioa
Foundation in Spanish and Euskera in February 2020.

—
Authors: Tranchida F. y Litvak D.
Title: “Guía práctica para jóvenes monstruos”
Editorial: BilbaoArte Fundazioa Ediciones. Bilbao.
Legal deposit: BI-00128-2020
Country: Vasque Country.
Year: 2020

More info:
https://lospicoletos.com/Our-book
Fernando Castro Flores talks about our book
on his YouTube channel (click here to watch).
Read the book in pdf - click here

Basque version of the book.

2019

Abanderados / standard bearers
Performance at La Juan Gallery, Madrid.
Abanderados is a performance and installation that entangles discourses of power (from the
years related to the dictatorship in Argentina) and makes them emerge with other discourses
of the underground. Our floor is not homogeneous because it can accommodate excavations.
And we, as in the mud of the Río de La Plata —or perhaps— in the neobarroso mud that Nestor
Perlongher pointed out, we “stumble in our estuary”, in the game of riding parody and defeat;
to make the revolution out of desire.
We don suits that fit multiple drifts. They have pockets in which we keep cultural documents
(or barbarism) and stickers from the 78 World Cup. We unfurl flags that we hoist like guts. Skates
to shave while a voice licks its lips. Being queers, “sudacas” and poorly educated by the rights
that persist in the Argentine school system, can we then, as Latin Americans, allow ourselves
to be less neo- baroque? Today, to the pride of our parents and teachers, we have the honor
of being buffoons and flag bearers.
The action had the participation of El Niño de Elche, lending his voice to read a file with
communications belonging to clandestine organizations during the Argentine civil-military
dictatorship.

—
Performance at La Juan Gallery, Provisiones street 26. Madrid.
24/10/2019.

More info:
https://lospicoletos.com/Abanderados
Watch the performance. Click here.

2019

Pandillas palaciegas / palace gangs
Residence/open studio at BilbaoArte Foundation
Palace gangs. Young people and dissident identities in Bilbao and its margins.
“Pandillas Palaciegas is the latest project of the Picoletos duo and builds on the research
begun in 2017 which emerged as a need to delve further into the culture of different groups
of young people within the Basque community. By analysing the ways of demonstrating and
fighting against the establishment In a land where the counterculture verges on folklore, where
the echo of an insubordinate attitude finds many voices to be renewedby fighting in different
directions. The encounter between the punk and queer scenes, and the skinhead and skater
movements form the foundation on which to erect the new scrap palaces for the different
gangs. Installation media that mix waste materials and photographs with decorative items and
back-lit wax panels. They also work with archive material, video and interviews.”

—
Art residence at BilbaoArte Fundazioa.
Urazurrutia 32, Bilbao
01/07/2019 - 01/12/2019

More info:
https://bilbaoarte.org/Artists/los-picoletos-dante-litvak-y-fabro-tranchida/
https://vimeo.com/394386106
Santurce ramp. Sculpture. Carved woods, natural beeswax, backlight photography, concrete pieces, branches, led light system.
210 X 100 X 90 cm. 2019.

View of our studio at the BilbaoArte foundation during the 2019 residency.

2018

Moralzarzal
Solo show at NN gallery, La Plata, Argentina.
Both Fabro and I, although in places separated by kilometers and kilometers of distance,
lived a childhood in the wild outskirts of big cities. In his case Los Cardales, a town in the
province of Buenos Aires and in mine Moralzarzal, a town in the Sierra de Madrid. Hence the
interest of this project in which we seek to unite the idea of a self-managed refuge, bat-cave,
medieval fort or Voltaire café, symbolic sites for the construction of collective and cultural
identities. Secret places where the weather is right for action plans to emerge. In our case, the
proximity to the countryside, to vacant lots (T. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land) and groves allowed
us —as Bart Simpson did with his tree house— to find vacant land a short distance from our
family home where we could build between branches and materials stolen from construction
sites precarious shacks with friends. Ritual where the experience of friendship was concentrated
giving rise to the feeling of belonging to a gang.

—
NN Galeria / Calle 49 n 719 / La Plata, Buenos Aires, Argentina
14/12/2018 - 01/02/2019

More info:
https://lospicoletos.com/Moralzarzal

2017

Kontuz!
Solo show at Alkolea beach gallery, San Sebastián.
Last stop of our first research trip to the Basque Country in 2017. Kontuz (be careful in
Basque) is a project that we present in San Sebastián. The Basque and Catalan skate environment also meet the landscape of Moralzarzal, a small town where Dante lived his childhood
and adolescence. The noise that comes from Txirbilenea (old factory in Bilbao taken by young
punks) overlaps with Franco’s grave and the blood of the bulls.
A fresh wind comes through the graffiti: “Kukutza ikutu bez!” (which means in Basque “don’t
touch Kukutza”, a squatter social center that was violently evicted by the police in 2011). The
squatting movement cracks the facist bridge that is still a mass.
Between branches and trucks another temple rises. The young monsters that congregate
here share a secret bond, that of the will to prevail over authoritarian adults. They dissolve
rotting matter to find the golden skate.

—
Solo show at Alkolea Beach Gallery.
Pasaje Alkolea 1, Egia, San Sebastián-Spain.

More info:
https://lospicoletos.com/KONTUZ

2017

Navajeros / Kids with knives
Solo show at Factoría de Arte y Desarrollo, Madrid.
Navajeros is an exhibition that we present at Factoría de arte y desarrollo (Madrid, 2017)
and that brings together the photographic record material of the project of the same name
with which we won the Travel Grant from the Oxenford Argentine Art Collection.
Following the path of the films of Eloy de la Iglesia that take place in Bilbao, we look for
the appropriate public places for these Young People. We then find a post- internet generation deeply involved in a culture of the left, of sexual liberation and without ties. Most of the
portraits that we present were taken in Txirbilenea, an old factory in Bilbao taken by young
people between 16 and 25 years old. A refuge on the edge of the tourist city, where a punk and
queer culture flourishes.

—
Solo show at Factoría de Arte y Desarrollo.
Calle de Valverde 23, Madrid, España.
Curator: Guillermo Martín Bermejo.

More info:
https://lospicoletos.com/Navajeros

2017

Fuegos fatuos / will-o’-the-wisps
Solo show at San Martín Cultural Center, Buenos Aires.
It is believed that twill-o’-the-wisp, will-o’-wisp or ignis fatuus – better known as bad light in
Argentina – is a chemical phenomenon – light originated by the release of various gases from
rotting organic substances (bones, meat) that are commonly seen in fields, swamps, cemeteries .
These curious inflammations at night, which have fed terrors and legends, serve as a lens
to analyze the practice of skateboarding as a form of ritual. The risk, the body, the injury, the
cut and it are emitted by their own lights in a skatepark.
From a laboratory strategy, we surgically analyze fragments, not only of bones, but of memories, sensations, and heartbeats that define the identity of a group of fellow skaters from our
city in relation to the intimate spaces that define them.
Each light machine comprises its own system of knowledge. Together they spin a map of
skin smelling of plaster, drawn in dots and scraped knees. These vulgar, organic, fuzzy and
abundant mounds are punk crypts and cremation pyres that enliven us like the startup sound
of the Playstation. Ramps and railings set on fire like votive offerings that go through time,
when most Old School skaters created their own tracks with what they found. An atlas of the
daily life of each child portrayed who confronts us with our own fragility.

—
Solo show at Centro Cultural San Martín, Sarmiento 1551, Buenos Aires.
02/08/2017 - 10/09/2017
More info:
https://lospicoletos.com/Fuegos-fatuos
Press
TV interview - Canal Ciudad

The Grass Blades Wagon (wagon # 1), from the series Fuegos Fatuos. Floor sculpture. 360x100x90 cm. 2017.

The lit car (Car nº3 or Jarocho car), from the series Fuegos Fatuos. Floor sculpture. 300x100x60 cm. 2017.

